I. Sign In & Food (2 min)

II. Question of the Day: (1 min)
   a. [Say your name] & If you could have any superpower what would it be?

III. Icebreaker (7 min)
   a. Organize yourselves by...

IV. The Lorax Movie/One-On-One & Interviews (25 min)
   a. Three Parts:
      - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GECJcW2lfm4&feature=related
      - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ko5oojUQe0Q&feature=related
      - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcT2ex5S1qI&feature=related

V. Group Discussion & Movie Debrief/One-On-One & Interviews (10 min)
   a. Questions:
      i. What types of pollution did you see in the movie?
   b. Bring back environmental pictures from first session:
      i. Pick out what types of pollution you saw from the pictures.
      ii. How does this compare to what you see in Delray (discussed last week)?
      iii. How was the pollution problem solved in the film? Or was it solved?
      iv. What can we do to help stop pollution?

c. One-On-Ones & Interviews:
   i. 7 students (5 minutes each)
   ii. Release Form

VI. Questions, Tomorrow, & Closing (5 min)
   a. Any questions?
   b. Check in: Five Finger rating

50 min